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Interior and Exterior Displays for Autonomous Cars

Autonomous capabilities have a huge impact on the design and use of cars. The “driver” 
will become a passenger. So more time is spent on displays, which must be large, as the 
intended trajectory should be visualized to build trust in autonomous capabilities. The 
driving mode must be visualized within the cars and outside, the latter for authorities. 
Automotive interior lighting will evolve to 1,000s of RGB LEDs providing orchestrated 
effects and living room feeling for autonomous and robot cars. 
Conclusion
New concepts and prototypes have been developed and evaluated with the automotive 
industry: Large interior displays, augmented-reality Head-Up displays, pixelated 
interior lighting and exterior displays. Improvements of LCDs such as FALD and Dual 
Cell, automotive OLEDs with its optical image quality and lifetime testing, image 
enhancement for improved readability at bright light conditions, automotive pixelated 
RGB LED interior lighting (ISELED, temperature compensation, calibration, new 
method for uniformity measurement), the design and evaluation of “Scheibenwurzel-
Displays” (perceived brightness of colors, luminance for all illuminance conditions) 
and approaches for exterior displays (resolutions, readability, size of text and symbols) 
will be presented.
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